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INTRODUCTION

I’ve worked in and for the nonprofit sector for more than 30 years.  The first half was in the field itself both as 
a fundraiser and as Finance director.  The last half has been in the technology arena that supports the sector, 
working, again, with both fundraising and Finance professionals.

It will come as no surprise that in both spheres I was faced with the same challenge:  having to marry and 
reconcile the numbers, and very often having to mediate between the fundraisers and the accountants when it 
came to the subject of counting – and accounting for – money raised.  Often fundraising was the main source 
– if not the only source – of organizational revenue.  (By the way, this was far easier to do as a third-party 
technology consultant than as a nonprofit executive who had a stake in the game.)

I learned a great deal from these experiences.  One of the most critical lessons was how crucial it is that each 
of these functions fully (or as best as possible) understand the objectives, tactics, and nuances of the other 
‘side’, while at the same time committing to work in compliance with best-practices and accepted accounting 
and fundraising principles.

This piece discusses the best-practice and generally accepted principle of leveraging subsidiary ledgers, 
particularly for the recording, tracking, and reporting of fundraising revenue and related payments.  

Once we delve into the basics of what ‘subledgers’ are and how they are used, we will explore the effective 
utilization of your fundraising CRM as a subsidiary ledger to your General Ledger (‘GL’), and how that structure 
can better support decreased effort, improved efficiency, error-reduction, and easier financial reconciliation 
between these two equally important nonprofit functions.



TO BE SUBSIDIARY - what can be accomplished? 

In outlining this essay, I struggled with whether to give readers a ‘teaser’ up-front, as opposed to waiting until end 
of the piece to present the key conclusions.  After receiving input from colleagues, it made sense to me that a 
preliminary overview would be beneficial, even if it meant that readers jumped to the end of the article first and 
worked their way backwards.

So, what can be accomplished if your fundraising CRM system is structured as ‘subsidiary’ to your GL?  Here are 
some considerations, which will be expanded upon below:

• Reduced data entry effort
• Reduced errors
• Maintained control over data
• A clutter-free GL
• Easier reconciliation between systems
• Mutual understanding of differences
• Better collaboration between teams

What nonprofit engaged in fundraising wouldn’t want those things?  And, it all starts with understanding the 
concept of a subledger.

WHAT IS A subsidiary ledger? 

I entered the workforce in the late 1980s, and had taken accounting classes before that as required for both my 
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in business.  I learned accounting both in school and on-the-job using large 
columnar sheets of paper on which I manually created the ledgers, journals, and ‘T-accounts’ needed for school 
and work assignments.

Back then, accounting software in the non-profit world was just emerging (anyone 
remember using Peachtree?).  Clunky, bulky mainframe computers with custom-
built software were the norm in Development offices that were technologically-
forward-thinking – and, that could afford them.

So, pre-software, we actually used physical paper 
journals and ledgers.  Ironically, using that ‘old school’ 
model might be the most effective way to explain 
what a subsidiary ledger (‘subledger’) is, and how 
subledgers are used in relation to the general ledger.

If we take a step back, an organization’s general 
ledger (or ‘GL’) is the comprehensive system of record 
for an organizations financial data.  The GL is typically 

made up of accounts which track both the financial activity and the overall 
financial position (health) of the organization.  Prior to software systems, the GL 
was a physical ledger (paper workbook) in which accountants and bookkeepers 
manually recorded transactions and calculated account balances.

Another quick fact – Peachtree was 
acquired by accounting software 

giant Sage in 1998.

Microsoft released the first version of 
Excel for the Macintosh in September 

1985, and the first Windows version was 
released in November 1987. 



WHAT IS A subsidiary ledger? (continued)

The GL could include a huge amount of 
transactional data that could fill pages and pages 
of journal entries and thereby clutter the ledger 
with a lot of detail that could just as well be stored 
elsewhere.  A subledger is the ‘elsewhere’.  

A subledger is where all of that detail is recorded 
and maintained so that only summary entries need 
be recorded in the GL.  Again, back in the day, 
these were physical paper ledger worksheets.  
The totals from the subledger worksheets would 
be calculated and then transferred to the GL 
(literally copied into the GL by hand as journal 
entries).

The diagram to the right illustrates some of the 
common subledgers (in blue) used in typical 
nonprofit, as well as what they may be used for 
(orange).
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A SIMPLE EXAMPLE – your 
fundraising CRM as a subledger

Imagine an organization that receives only 10 gifts a day, so 
around 50 per week, and perhaps 2500 gifts per year.  In 
this example, without a subledger, the Finance team would 
have to record 20 transactions per day to 
record revenue from gifts (a debit line and 
credit line for each gift) or 100 transactions 
each week.  (See Fig A)

However, if all of that detail is properly 
and effectively maintained in a subledger, 
the GL may record a daily summary – two transaction lines 
instead of 20 – or perhaps even a weekly summary – two 
lines instead of 100.  (See Fig B)

It is critical that great care is taken to ensure that the 
detail in the subledger is always in agreement with the 
corresponding ‘control’ accounts in the GL.  Ie, at any time, 
a subledger report of the detailed transactions and their 
totals for a particular account and date range should always 
be able to ‘tie’ to the corresponding account’s totals or 
balances in the GL for the same period.

Fig A

Fig B



SUBLEDGERS ALSO stand on their own
One very useful feature of subledgers is that they can serve as a repository for imperative non-financial data and 
other information needed to run an organization.  For example, the accounts payable (‘AP’) subledger is a place 
where all vendor information is maintained as well as data that pertains to how long an invoice has ‘aged’ and 
whether a vendor prefers to be paid electronically or by check.  The GL doesn’t really ‘care’ about 
vendor information – the key financial data that the AP subledger passes to the GL is transactional:  
it has to do with which expenses have been attributed to which expense accounts, which expenses 
have been paid or held for later payment, related dates, what the financial purpose of the payment 
was, and related transactional information. 

Similarly, the fundraising CRM, in addition to gift, pledge, and other revenue-related data, will contain 
donors’ biographical information, solicitation history, prospect management and moves management activities, 
event participation, and the like.  All of this data is fundamental and foundational for the Development team to 
successfully run its business, but the GL is typically only interested in key financial and transactional data having to 
do with properly and effectively recording revenue to the right accounts and in a timely fashion.

The days of paper ledger books are long gone and almost all of the recording, journaling, balancing, reconciling, 
and reporting is done today using sophisticated accounting and financial management software built especially for 
the non-profit sector.  Nevertheless, the concepts of the GL as the central repository of summary financial data and 
the subledgers as the place where the details reside remain fundamental to efficient financial management.

SHOULD YOUR FUNDRAISING CRM BE ‘subsidiary’ to 
the GL?

In many organizations that I’ve worked with, Development leadership and Finance leadership are – what?  Intimated 
by each other?  Distrustful of each other?  Feel misunderstood or just don’t speak the same language?  Perhaps 
a little of each.  And, while team members truly want to be professionally respectful of their colleagues, and are 
intentionally working toward the organization’s best interest, there is often a level of personal ownership that 
one side or the other feels they have to sacrifice and that can lead to resentment and exacerbate the level of 
misunderstanding.



SHOULD YOUR FUNDRAISING CRM BE ‘subsidiary’ to 
the GL? (continued)

Just think about this example – which is pretty ‘textbook’:  at a board or committee meeting 
with lay leadership, Development reporting and Financial reporting do not correspond, and 
may even conflict.  While this can make the organization’s staff look questionable overall, 
leaders typically tend to think that the Finance side is more ‘correct’ – primarily due to 
accounting being perceived as more ‘black and white’ while Development tends to be more 
fluid.  In addition, accounting has been monitored and controlled as a profession for more 
than 130 years by respected organizations such as the AICPA and the FASB, while fundraising 
oversight has only been ‘a thing’ since the 1960s when the AFP was first formed.  Finally, 
and most importantly, an organization’s financial reporting supports the information that is 
submitted to the federal government and informs whether an organization can maintain and sustain its tax-exemption. 

The beauty of having your revenue management system (ie, your fundraising CRM) be a subsidiary ledger to the GL 
is that it ensures that generally accepted accounting controls are in place that affect the information relevant to both 
teams.  Those controls further ensure that the data between systems can always be reconciled, and that reporting is 
effectively understood by each team, as well as by other organizational stakeholders, including executives and lay 
leadership.

What it doesn’t mean is that Accounting can have its hands in Development’s business or vice-versa.  A subledger is 
in no way subordinate or inferior to the GL.  It simply means a place (ie, a data system in lieu of a physical paper 
ledger) where:

The Development team would – in fact, would have to – continue to own and manage all key functions of its CRM 
– both financial and non-financial – and would have to collaborate with their accounting colleagues to ensure 
that the system is set up to transmit financial data to the GL in a way that ensures compliance with GAAP and 
reconcilability.  Similarly, the Finance team would have to collaborate with their Development colleagues to ensure 
that the GL can effectively support the valid nuances associated with fundraising revenue.  Some examples include 
long-term pledges, donor-imposed restrictions or conditions on gifts, gifts of property, and proper accounting for 
planned giving vehicles.

Transactional detail is 
recorded and maintained

Related business processes 
have been effected to 

ensure that the numbers 
between systems can be 

reconciled.

Generally accepted accounting 
principals (“GAAP”) are being 

followed.



Both the Finance team and Development team will typically have controls in place that support efficiency, accuracy, 
ethical standards, regulation compliance, and other departmental objectives.  An example of an accounting control is 
daily reconciliation between the accounts payable subledger and the GL.  An example of fundraising control is routine 
monitoring to ensure that donations have been used according to the donors’ intention.  In both of these examples, 
corrective action may be required if the control procedure detects misalignment.

When your fundraising CRM is set up as a subledger to the GL, both the Development team and the Finance team will 
benefit from the application of each others’ departmental controls.  Here are few examples:

ACCOUNTING CONTROLS THAT ALSO BENEFIT DEVELOPMENT

Example 1: Accounting requires that all subledger activity is posted to the GL daily.  Not only does 
this ensure that fundraising revenue is ‘booked’ in a timely fashion (so that interim financial reports 
accurately state fundraising revenue), but it also detects any discrepancies on a daily basis so that 
they can be investigated and rectified expediently, rather than having to pore over a week’s or a 
month’s worth of gift transactions to investigate multiple errors over a long period of time.

Example 2: Accounting puts a control in place that requires the pledge receivable account in the 
GL to be reconciled weekly against new pledges and payments on existing pledges recorded in the CRM.  From an 
accounting standpoint, this ensures that financial statements are accurate, even if on demand (as opposed to end-of-
month).  But from a fundraising standpoint, this is a beneficial extra check to ensure that new pledges were recorded 
correctly and that payments were properly applied – both to the right donor and as a proper pledge payment rather 
than as new gift revenue.  (The latter, by the way, happens far more frequently than you might think.)

ACCOUNTING CONTROLS and fundraising controls  

DEVELOPMENT CONTROLS THAT ALSO BENEFIT FINANCE

Example 1: In the example above, we stated that Development routinely monitors program activity to ensure that 
donations are used in accordance with donor wishes.  This can provide tremendous ‘watch dog’ support to Finance, 
since Finance is ultimately accountable for disbursements but may not be aware of donor intent to the same extent 
that Development is.  With the Development team continually monitoring how donor-funds are being expended, an 
additional detective and/or corrective control is in place that can effectively support both teams.

Example 2: Development puts a control in place to ensure proper documentation when donor-
imposed conditions are met (or substantially met), and that such documentation should be furnished 
to donors to demonstrate that the organization is both being transparent in its donor-communications 
and are also good stewards of the funds that have been conditionally donated.  This documentation 
will serve the Finance team well so that dual effort does not have to be exerted in terms of detecting 
when donor-imposed conditions have been met, and revenue can be recognized as expediently as 
possible.

It’s important to note that today’s systems and the technology that supports them allow many of these controls to be 
automated, including proactively alerting teams when something is out of sync.  Contemporary systems also allow for 
reconciliation to be monitored and confirmed as often as is desired.



As initially stated in my introductory remarks, below are the ‘top seven’ benefits that come from integrating your 
Development/fundraising CRM as a subledger of your Finance team’s GL.  Now, however, there’s been more context 
presented as to the ‘why’:

THE TOP SEVEN REASONS FOR INTEGRATING YOUR 
ORGANIZATION’S FUNDRAISING CRM AND accounting 
GL systems

Eliminates duplicate data entry 
effort (even errors only have to be 
remediated once).

Reduces / prevents opportunity for 
data entry errors

Allows Finance to remain in control 
of organizational financial recording 
and reporting, while Development 
remains in control of fundraising 
recording and reporting; but with 
controls in place to ensure that 
systems can be easily aligned to 
each other, to explain what might 
appear as discrepancies to the 
unschooled eye

Allows most if not all fundraising 
transactional detail to remain in the 
CRM subledger so that the GL does 
not get unnecessarily cluttered

Ensures ongoing reconciliation 
between systems and reduces 
opportunities for systems to be out of 
synchronization

Ensures common understanding 
and reasonable alignment when 
Development numbers reported are 
not consistent with Financial reporting

Provides / ensures the opportunity 
for better and more empathetic 
collaboration between the Finance 
and Development teams.  Further, 
the results of integration – a fully-
aligned pair of co-equal systems 
– will drive improved transparency, 
insights, operations, and, ultimately, 
accountability for delivering your 
mission.



OUTCOMES AND conclusion

TURN DATA INTO RELATIONSHIPS.

While saving time, reducing errors, optimizing the GL, and improved collaboration are 
great outcomes – and real efficiency outcomes regardless of how ‘great’ they are – the 
highlight of having your Development CRM structured as a subledger to your GL is in the 
area of reconciliation.

Ongoing reconciliation between the CRM subledger and the GL will, fundamentally, 
ensure that money raised matches the money recorded as fundraising revenue from 
period to period.  And, being able to prevent, detect, and quickly correct discrepancies 
and inconsistencies between systems on an ongoing basis, and especially before 
conflicting reports are published, promotes an organization’s competence, transparency, 
accountability, and overall credibility – both to financial decision-makers and to donors.

Structure and nomenclature aside, however, it needs to be restated:  while the CRM may be a subsidiary ledger 
to the GL for financial recording and reporting purposes (and while the CRM is doing a great service to the GL by 
maintaining so much of this detail), the CRM itself is one of the organization’s main systems of record, and stands on 
its own, along with the GL as a core repository of essential organizational information.
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